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A BRIEF HISTORY OF SWEENY, TEXAS

FROM 1908 - 1958
In 1908, the first store and Post Office were built
by Mr. T. L. Smith.

Mr. Wa L. Sweeny was the first Post

Master.

The population at that time was 25.

In 1920, the popu-

lation was 450; in 1930, 750; in 194o, 1200; in 1950, 1400; and
in 1958, 30000
The first school for whites was built in 1911 and for
Negroes in 1913.
Sweeny, a very small business city, has 5 groceries,

2 drugstores, 3 hardware stores, 7 service stations, and

3 dry good stores.
Mr. J. R. Smith, the first mayor of Sweeny took office
on April 20, 1945.

On April 20, 1945, the city was incorporated.

The first railroad tracks were laid by the Saint Louis
Brownsville and Mexican Railroad Company.
Sweeny's first street was black-topped in May, 1948.

The Fire Department was organized in 1950.

The city got its

electric lights in 1920 and its city water in 1945.
Sweeny became a city on April 20, 1945, and was named

for Mr.

w.

L. Sweeny.

There are about 2500 whites, 4oo Negroes,

and 100 Mexicans living in Sweeny, Texas today.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In all communities the number one consideration should
be health.

As it is known, without it there just would not

be progress.

In the early days health was not carried to its
fullest extent because people had less knowledge of the care
for one's body a~d surroundings.

With the change of time,

and this new age, there should not be any need for neglect
of one ' s self and his surroundings.
Within the text of this thesis the writer has tried
to cover some of the things that contribute to healthful
living .

Special emphasis has been given to health: social,

political, and economic.

A brief history of health will

be found within this text.

The facts are as the writer found

them in the study of this community.

The writer also used

other authors ' and educators' points of view on this subject.
Sweeny is a small city located in South Texas.

It is

twenty miles west of Bay City, Texas, ten miles north of
West Columbia, Texas, twenty- six miles east of Free Port,
Texas, and sixty-six miles south of Houston.
between two big industries:

It is located

Dow Chemical Plant in Free Port,

and Old Ocean Gas and Refinery in Old Ocean, Texas .
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Sweeny is a low, flat area which causes the water to
empty from it into the Gulf of Mexico.

The land is fertile

and suitable for farming most all kinds of crops and for
cattle raising.

Its ground is rich with minerals.

The city receives as much rainfall as any other city
in this area.
A.

THE PROBLEM

Statement o f ~ problem.

It was the purpose of this

study (1) to investigate the health conditions of the Negro
citizens in Sweeny; (2) to investigate the factors influencing
health conditions; and (3) to determine if the Negro citizens
live in circumstances above or · below the normal health
standards.
Purpose of 1M studx.

This study was undertaken

because the writer was interested in the health of the people
in the community.

The writer feels that the need for health

improvement is highly important in our present-day society.
With the prevalence of disease and increases in population,
a community should try to maintain its highest health standards.
Source of ~ .

(1) Library books, (2) encyclopedia

articles, (3) personal interviews, and (4) questionnaires.
Methods.
(3) visitation.

(1) Broad Survey, (2) bibliography, and

3

Delimitation.

This study will be restricted to the

health conditions of Sweeny, and factors influencing good
healthful living.

There will be a brief history of health,

social,political, and economic.

Highlights of each of

these major factors will be given.
B.
Health.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Health is a state of physical, mental, and

emotional well-being, and not merely the absence of disease.
It is the most precious possession that any person may have.
When we are not in good health, we cannot work or study well.
The unhealth person does not fully enjoy his recreation.

He

is not happy in his relationship with other people.l
Social.

The term, social, pertains to a group of

people who has banded together into one or more organization
to form a better society in the community where they live for
the betterment of all concerned.
Political.

The term, political, pertains to politics

and parites of a governing body that operates local, state
and national affairs.
Economic.

The term, economic, pertains to the manage-

ment of the affiars of government or community with references

3322.

l 11 Health," World Book Encyclopedia (41 ed .. ) VIII,

to source of income, its expenditures, the development of
its national resources.

CHAPI'ER II

FACTORS INFLUENCING HEALTHFUL LIVING
Social
The culture ·c-oncept of anthropologists and
sociologists is coming to be regarded as the foundation stone
of the social sciences.

On it rests a mass of dependable

knowledge about the characteristics that all men have in
common.

The work of social scientists must begin with the

investigation of cultures, the ways of live which are characteristic of particular societies.
Knowledge has been accumulating for more than a
century in painstaking studies of hundreds of communities,
both primitive and civilized.

The concept demolishes many

cherished ideas and dogmas about ourselves and our socityo
On the other hand, it shows how every human being is shaped
by his culture in ways far below the level of consciousness.
His thoughts, his language, his tool-using muscles, his
tastes--all are developed in special patterns.

To use them all

he must use them as learned to do in childhood and in youth.
Culture is the cement which binds the members of the
group into a living organism.l
lstuart Chase, ~ Proper Study .Qi Mankind (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 19°1+8), p. 61.
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The anthropologists believe that all children of any
nation or race have practically the same inborn equipment.
From the time a child is born all of his experiences help
to shape the child to the culture in which he finds himself.
The sociologist emphasizes the educational aspects.
The psychologist--working on education--confirms the importance of early training.

The psychiatrist emphasizes emotional

influences on children.
Social Service
For many years, efforts to relieve poverty, reduce
crime, or improve living conditions were thought of as
charity, good works, and neighborly giving.

The idea was

that people who were well off could show their generosity
and kindliness by doing something for those who were less
fortunate.

There were few organized efforts to provide

assistance for those in need of it.
The term social service came into use as people began
to realize that disease, crime, ignorance, and other results
of poverty do not stop at district boundary lines.
Social service is not merely an attempt to
thing" for the underprivileged.

11

do some-

It is the sum total or

organized effort made by a community to solve problems that
affect the well-being of all its citizens.

Social service

naturally touches some persons more than others, but everyone
in the community has a share in it.

7
The advance of science is continually lifting the
poverty line of society in so far as the production of wealth
is concerned, thus lessening the pressure of population by
enlarging material resources.2
Types .QI. Social Service
Welfare work is as old as recorded history.

Today

much of it centers upon city slum dwellers who are most 1n
need of improved conditions.
Welfare work includes three general types: case work,
group work, and community organizations.
Case~-

Case work includes such activities as

studying a family to see if it needs public relief and is
entitled to it.

It deals also with family counseling, child

care, the prevention of accidents, vocational guidance,
probation and parole, old-age pensions, medical services,
and the work of visiting teachers.
Group work.
of leisure time.

Group work centers largely on the use
Social-service workers provide leadership

for such activities as folk art, adult education and club
work.

This type of socials rvice goes on in social settle-

ments, churches, and schools, as well as in institutions for
the aged, for delinquents, and for the physically handicapped.
2walter Greenwood Beach, Social Aims j!! l! Changing
World (California: Stanford University Press, 1932), p. 94.
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Group work was used extensively as a morale builder during
World War II.

Because of the great number of war wounded,

group workers have recently given much attention to the
matter of restoring physical and mental health.
Community organizations.

In many communities, social-

science agencies have joined together in a single council.

In this way they can join forces in a single yearly campaign
for funds, and can coordinate and professionalize their work.
The members of a community council are not individual persons,
but groups such as civics clubs, government offices, churches,
welfare service agencies, labor unions, farm bureaus, and
schools.

The council is not just another organization in the

community, but a kind of clearinghouse for civic action of
all sorts.

Its aim is to rectify things and to correct

members of the community.3
Welfare Organizations
Child Labor Committee, National
Children, Societies for Children's Bureau
Community Chest
Family Service Association of America
Jewish Welfare Board, National
Junior Leagues of America
Red Cross
300 Fred Beucke, Principles of Economics (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1925), p. 2.
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Travelers Aid
Social Work, National Conference of
Social Workers, American Association of
Dahl and Lindblom have mentioned other welfare organizations.

The New Deal and the Fair Deal in the United States

have evidently vastly strengthened social pluralism by fostering and helping to convey legitimacy to great labor and farm
organizations.

Probably the number of politically relevant

social organizations has multiplied greatly since Jackson's
time, including the Farm Bureau Federation, Grange, Farmers'
Union.

American Federation of Labor, Congress of Industrial

Organizations, National

ssociation of Manufacturers, Chamber

of Commerce, American Medical Association, American Bar
Association, National Association of Real Estate Boards,
American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, National Rivers
and Harbors Congress, the regions, the states, the cities,
the towns, and thousands of other social organizations.4
Social Studies
The term, social studies, has never been clearly
defined.

In a sense all studies are social, since they are

carried on by human beings for human purposes.

Astronomy,

which broadens and clarifies man's picture of the universe
he lives in, is in this sense a social study.
~.A.Dahl and C. E. Lindblom, Folitics 1 ~conomics
and Welfare (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19,3,
p. 3070
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In a narrower sense, the name social studies is given
to the fields of civics and politics, history, anthropology,
economics, and sociology.

Each of these fields is directly

concerned with the study of human institutions, customs, and
behavior.
The line between the social studies and other areas
can not be sharply drawn.

For example, geography can be

taught either as a social study or as a natural science.
Psychology touches every field of the social studies.
Social science considers the adjustment of the
individual to the community and ~ithin the family; the interdependence of people; the interpretation of health and social
data by means of graphs; the effect of changing economic
conditions upon health; transportation in relation to health;
social health agencies; occupation and health; immigration;
housing; civil service; community planning; health responsibilities of government; taxation for health purposes; standards of living in relation to health; the importance of
health in the history of national development; the choice
of a vocation; and the qualities which make for success.
The development of sound personality and the health
aspect of occupations are very personal matters.5

5c. E. Turner, c. M. Sellery, and Sara L. Smith,
School Health mg Health Educftion (St. Louis, Missouri:
The C. V. Mosby Company, 1957, P• 389.
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Social Status of Sweeny
In the writer's survey of Sweeny, Texas he found that
socially there is a strong feeling of friendliness and a
number of social groups organized for a common cause.
There are several times during the year when all the
community members work together in one accordJ namely, March
of Dimes, Red Cross, Heart Diseases, Boy and Girl Scouts,
Infantile Paralysis, and Tuberculosis Drives.

The churches

and schools are operated in a well-organized social and
educational manner for the improvement of the community.
There is a strong religious feeling among both groups.

The

community members also work together on other occasions for
the betterment of social relationships in the city of
Sweeny, Texas.
Table 1
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND PERSONNEL FOR THE

NEGRO SCHOOL. OF SWEENY, TEXAS•
12.l§

Grades

Enrollment

Personnel

1 -

6

276

Principal

7 -

8

66

Teachers

9 - 12

85

TOTAL

427

TOTAL

Number
1

22

23

•Source: Superintendent of Sweeny Independent
School District, Sweeny, Texas
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TABLE 2

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND PERSONNEL FOR THE
WHITE SCHOOLS OF SWEENY, TEXAS*

~

Grade

Enrollment

Senior High School

185

School Nurse

1

Junior High School
Intermediate

297

Superintendent
Super intend ent of
Curriculum

1
1

Superintendent of
Plant and Buildings

1

Business Office

1

Primary
TOTAL
Kindergarten.

354
~
1160
34

.Personnel

Number

Teachers
Dietician
Business Routes
Transportation
Foreman
Hot Lunch Program
•Source: Superintendent of Sweeny Independent School
District, Sweeny, Texas.

66
1

15
1

1
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Political
Political parties are as much a part of the government of modern democracies as are the legislature, the
executive, or the courts.

In the United States, the Presi-

dent is always considered to be the leader of the political
party that nominated him.

In Oongress, the practice of both

houses provides for a majority party in each house.

Each

committee in the Senate and the House of Representatives is
divided into a majority and a minority on the basis of party
membership.
Political parties are important also because the moral
standards of any modern government reflect those of the
political party in office.

Political parties are absolutely

necessary to modern democratic government.

In a representa-

tive democracy where all the people are permitted to vote
and to take part in the government, there must be some
arrangement for nominating candidates for public office and
for selecting the issues for public debate and determination.
Political parties are so intimately a part of modern
government that every citizen should be familiar with the
organization and practices of parties.
Political Science
Political science is the study of government.
early as the 4oors B.

c.,

As

the Greek philosophers Socrates and

Plato began to teach definite political ideas to the youth
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in Athens .

Aristotle soon gave more exactness to the study

of politics .

Modern political science was developed by

Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, David Hume, and Montesquieu in the
1600 1 s and 1700 1 s.
Political science includes the study of national and
local government, in the fields of the executive, legislative,
and judicial powers.

It includes comparative government, or

the comparison of the political systems of all countries.

It

includes the study of custom, and of both national and international law.

Finally, political science includes the study

of international relations, of peace and war, and of international organization.
Stated in another way, the political science of pure
thought as an end in itself can ignore the economic basis of
politics, but the political science of action cannot unless,
forsooth, it is wholly irrational and hence doomed to selfdestruction. 6
Development .Qt Parties in the United States
Folitical parties appeared in colonial times in what
is now the United States .

The opponents of the British Crown

and Parliament became known as Whigs, while the citizens who
supported the British Government were called Tories .

After

1?65, during the struggle over separation from Great Britain,

York:

6charles A. Beard,

Te~),

Alfred A. Knopf, 19

Economic Basis .Qi Politics (New
p . 109 .
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many of the Tories stood steadfastly with the British Empire
and were called Loyalists.

After the thirteen colonies had

won the Revolutionary War, sharp difference in economic and
political interests again gave rise to two groups.

The

farmers, especially in the western districts, desired to
weaken the already weak confederation so that the thirteen
states would remain as almost independent nations.
were the Anti-Federalists.

These

The merchants and planters of the

Atlantic seaboard desired to introduce more order and uniformity
by increasing the powers of the central government.
It was this Federalist party that succeeded in calling
the constitutional convention in 1787 in ~hiladelphia.
The conte.st over ratifying the United States Constitution which was adopted by the Philadelphia Convention placed
the Anti-Federalists in opposition to the Federalists.
In 1789, George Washington, who had been elected the
first president of the United States, appointed both
Federalists and Anti-Federalists as members of his Cabinet.
After the split up in his Cabinet in 1793, Washington carried
on his administration with Federalist support alone.
The control of the central government by the Federalist
party came to an end in 1801 when Jefferson defeated John
Adams for the presidency.
Today we are governed by one of the two remaining
parties in existence, the Republican or the Democratic.
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In both England and the United States the legitimacy

of political parties seems to have been publicly accepted
about the same time--somewhere between 1800 and 1832.7
Political Status .Qf Sweeny
In the writer's survey of Sweeny, Texas he found that
the political status was the same as in most towns, cities,
and states.

The town is governed by a group of competent

leaders.
In the city of Sweeny, the writer found that there

are Democrats and Republicans, but both groups work for the
best interest of the city.
The writer found that the city is well organized for
its size.

The governing power operates in the best interest

of all the citizens.
It was also found that the city had its political
officers as most cities and towns have; namely (1) the mayor,
(2)

council, and (3) Chamber of Commerce, and other officers

that go to make up a well-operated city~

They have made so

many improvements and are continuing to do so.
The writer's conclusion of this political survey finds
that the city is an ideal place to live.

17

TABLE 3
FOLL TAX RECEIPTS AND EXEMPTIONS*

There 1s 1 precinct in the City of Sweeny

Year

Qualified
Voters

.Poll
Exemptions

1958
1957

1,045

12

1956

814

4

1955

863

8

195'4

630

0

1953

663

8

1952

458

0

1951

719

10

*Source: County Tax Collector,
Angleton, Texas
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Economic
The roots of American economic life extend deeply into
that period in the history of the world usually known as the
Middle Ages.

Yes, it is true that these fibrous roots may be

traced much deeper--into the soil of ancient empires whose
cultures rose to dazzling heights only to decline and fade
into the twilight of obscurity.

It was in the latter part of

the medieval era when Europe was awakening to increased
activities, and the cross-currents of European Civilization
were becoming more complex, that ideas and patterns took

shape which were to provide the background for a new order of
society on the virgin continent of America.

Economic values,

therefore, loom up naturally as the most definite and essential.8
Production
Production is the use of resources to create things
which satisfy human wants.

It includes not only creating

things, in the sense of raising wheat, but doing everything
else which enable the product, or goods, to satisfy wants-transporting the wheat to market, grinding the flour, baking
the bread, selling the bread.

Every act which increases the

ability of goods to satisfy wants is a part of production.
But while the term production should be used broadly, one
should not conclude that every way of making a living is

~oucke,

.Q12.

ill•, P• 5.
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producingo

Theft is not productive, nor are those means of

acquisition knovm as racketeering.

Goods so obtained have

utility to the people who acquire them; but the means of getting them does not add to their utility or expand the total
flow of goods.9
The flow of economic goods which is the basis of
economic welfare results from a process called production. 10
Basic Resources.

The basic resources used in produc-

tion are the human beings who contribute their labor, and the
resources provided by nature.
and natural resources.

Thus we have human resources

The earliest men used natural resources

by merely gathering the plants or hunting the animals that
they knew how to use for food.

This was hard work then, but

it was more like finding than producing.

Later, men learned

to till the fields and raise plants on purpose, and to tame
the animals.

Also, they found that if they spent some time

making tools, carts, and so forth, they could produce more of
the things they wanted.
capital.

This meant that they were using

Economists speak of four types of resources:

(1) land (meaning all natural resources), (2) labor, (3) capital, and (4) management.

The income received by the owners

9Shorey Peterson, Economics (New York:
Company, 1949), p. 39.
lOlll.!g_.' P• 35 •

Henry Holt and

20

of each type of resource is called, in order:

(1) rent,

(2) wages, (3) interest, and (4) profit.
Resources are commonly classified in three groups:
Natural resources, such as agricultural land and mineral
deposits in the earth; produced resources--from the crude
wooden plow of the Chinese peasant to the elaborate machinery
of an automobile factory in the United States; and human
resources in physical power, manual skills, and brain power. 11
Capital.

Capital does not refer to money alone.

It

refers to goods which are not used to satisfy wants directly.
The giant blast furnaces in the steel mills, the tractors and
combines on the farms, and the expensive manufacturing plants
are part of the great stock of goods used as capital in
modern economics.
But with the use of more complex, capital- using methods
of production, a need for a special type of labor became
evident .

Men were needed to collect, organize, and manage the

resources used in production.

This special type of labor is

usually called management or entrepreneurship.
Capital, however, is a term with several meanings.

It

may mean one thing or another to us, according to our viewpoint or the object of our discussion .

Thus our present task

divides itself into several parts- -to be exact, into three.
llM. J . Bowman and G. L. Bache, Economic .Analysis and
Public Policy (New York: Prentice- Hall, 1949), p. 19.
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In the first place we shall have to find out what the possible
interpretations of capital are, and what is the nature of
credit.

In the second place we shall naturally be disposed

to ask where capital and credit come from, what their immediate or final source.

And in the third place it will be

necessary to inquire into the function of capital and credit.
What precisely is the reason for the vast significance of
these factors in our economic activities.

That especially

must be made clear.12
As for the term "capital" it may first of all be
defined as tangible wealth used in the production of other
tangible wealth.13
Economic Condition of Sweenv
The economic condition of Sweeny is the best for the
size of the city in this section.

The income is the highest

for any city in Texas of comparable size.
The industries, stores, shops, service stations,
lumber companies, railroad company, and school teaching give
the city an income of about three fourths million dollars a
month.
The writer found that the economic condition of Sweeny
alone draws about five hundred people a year seeking shelter

12
Boucke, .2.J2• ill•, p. 370.
1 3Ib1d., P• 371.
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and security.

The economic condition has helped and is

still helping the improvement of health standards in the city~
The writer found that without a good economy and good management for the welfare of all the city of Sweeny, other aspects
of the city would be doomed.

TABLE 4
CITY OF SWEENY, TEXAS*
.!2.5]
Establishment
or Business

Years

Population

1958

3,500

1957

2,100

50
45'

1947

892

45

194o

496

28

Population in the city has increased
about ;oo per year.
*Source: Ex-Mayor and City Council,
Sweeny, Texas
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FIGURE 1
Population Trends (1920 - 1958)
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~

~

/

20

10

V'"

1957
TABLE

1958

5

5*

MISSOURI .PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY GRO
FOR SWEENY, TEXAS, 19 58
Worker

30

AYROLL

Daily

Monthly

Section Crew
Brakemen
Office Crew

$14.4o

$304.oo

,co.co

$3,64o
6,000

485.00

5,820

Employees

Number 38

Storeworker s

Service Station

Domestic Work rs
Lumber Companies

20.83
20.16

1.75 pr hour
1.00 per hour
.75 to 1.00 pr hour
.75 to 1 00 per hour

*Source. Railroad Agent for the Missouri Pacific
Railroad Company, Swe ny, Texas.

Yearly
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TABLE 6*

PERSONAL INCOME
(INDUSTRIAL SECTION)
PHILLI!P'S 66 COMPANY

82.,,

Fer Week
Fer Month

-

330.19

3,962.28

Per Year
Labor per hour - Lowest $1.90
Highest

Labor per day - Lowest

3.28
3.28

Highest 26. 24

Monthly payroll

350,000.

Yearly payroll

Employees

4,200,000.
750

Annual Out put

•Source: Assistant Superintendent for
the Phillip 66 Company, Sweeny, Texas
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FIGURE 2*
City Valuation

1945

$

369,418.1+8

1946

776,183.00

1947

891,888.48

1948

1,070,941.68

191+9

1,196,470.72

1950

1,712,525.33

1951

1,731,426.68

1952

2,975,332.00

1953

3,074,484.00

1954

3, 127, 56 7. 50

1955

3,245,214.00

1956

3,385,262.00

*Source: Ex-Mayor and City Hall
Sweeny,, Texas

CELAP.l'ER III

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Much has been written about public health and its·
organization.

This chapter contains a brief history of

public health, tables on sanitation, and an analysis of
immunizations, tests, employment, educational levels, and
miscellaneous items that do not appear on the tables describing conditions of the thirty families of Sweeny, Texaso

A Brief History

.Qi Public Health.

Recognition of

the importance of health dates back many centuries.

Even

before the beginning of the Christian era, this recognition
was shown in the philosophy and beliefs of the Chinese and
Jews .

Again, the Greeks, through their great philosophers

and in their modes of life, gave expression to belief in the
close relationship between health and other aspects of education .

Junenal, the Roman satirist and poet, in the second

century A. D., wrote the classical statement, 'Mens sana in
corpora sana" (a sound mind in a sound body).
From the early days of the Christian era on into the
Middle Ages, there was no place for the care of health under
a philosophy that accepted the body as an enemy of the spirit.
With the revival of learning, the beginnings were laid once

2?

again for the modern concepts of health as essential to human
welfare.

John Locke, famous seventeenth century English

philosopher, whose book, Some Thoughts Concerning Education,
has become a classic, wrote:

"A sound mind in a sound body

is a short, but full description of a happy state in this
world • 111
A century later, Catharine E. Beecher, founder of
Hartford Female Seminary, Hartford, Connecticut, and a
leader of thinking in her time, wrote about the education of
mothers and teacherso
Lemuel Shattuck, a layman who drafted the "Report of
the Sanitary Commission of Massachusetts,H was in fact an
educator in the modern spirit when he wrote:
Every child should be taught early in life, that
to preserve his own life and his own health and the
lives and health of others is one of his most important and constantly abiding duties.2
The year 1850 marks the beginning of public health
as an organized movement in this country.

During this year

a plan for a comprehensive public health program including
a program of health education was published in the form of
the "Report of the Sanitary Commission of Massachusetts.•

1John Locke, Some Thoughts Concerning Education
(London: A. J. Churchill, 1709), P• 1.
2Lemuel Shattuck, Report of the Sanitary Commission
.Qi Massachusetts (Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 1850),
p. 178.

The teaching of physiology and hygiene was made
mandatory in many states around 1880.
Physical education is another development of major
significance which began between 1880 and 1890.
A further movement of importance in the development of
health education was the establishment of school medical
inspections.

Begun in the United States in 1894 in Boston,

Massachusetts, largely for the purpose of controlling
contagion, this program has gradually expanded to become an
inclusive program of health appraisal and counseling in which
parents, teachers, nurses, physicians, and other health
workers participate.
While health education has been expanding within
school systems, its growth has been even greater in the
community at large.

During the first two decades of the

present century, several voluntary health agencies sprang
into being which had as one of their primary purposes the
assemination of information in the field of health.

Among

these early groups were the National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis; the Society for Sanitary
and Moral .Prophylaxis, organized in 1905; the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene, created in 1909; and the
American Society for the Control of Cancer, formed in 1913.
In 1914, the New York City Health Department became the first
official health agency to establish a bureau of health education.
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In 1909 the American Association for the Study and
Prevention of Infant Mortality was formed which, first under
its original name and later as the American Child Hygiene
Association, carried on aggressive programs of education for
better child care for a period of thirteen years .
In 1911 the Joint Committee on Health Problems in
Education of the National Education Association and the
American Medical Association was formed.
In 1915 tuberculosis associations developed the
"Modern Health Crusade" on a national basis using numerous
devices to catch pupil interest, such as health stories,
plays, posters, ceremonies, and routines .
The Child Health Organization in 1918 was formed for
the purpose of promoting school health education.
In 1922 health education workers in public health
agencies had become numerous enough to form a section of
their own in the American Public Health Association.
In 1923 the American Child Hygiene Association and the
Child Health Organization merged to form the American Child
Health Association .
Community action programs for health education, sometimes called community organization, are a recent development.
A community- wide program which attracted national attention
was started in Hartford, Connecticut in 1938 under the general
direction of Dr . Lucy Morgan.
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The National Conference for Cooperation 1n Health
Education was organized in 194o.
In 1943, the U.S. Office of Education formed a
committee on Wartime Health Education for High Schools which
produced the publication ".Physical Fitness through Health
Education. 11
In 1945, the Educational Policies Commission, 1n
cooperation with the American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, issued a statement on policy for
school administrators entitled, "Health and Fitness for all
American Children and Youth. 1 3
Renewed and expanded efforts to improve and promote
total fitness of youth were launched in June, 1956 at a
National Conference on Fitness of American Youth.
During the past fifteen years many advances have been
made in public health and medical knowledge and facilities
which have opened new areas for school health education emphasis.

To mention a few, a reasonably large proportion of cases

of crippling poliomyelitis can now be prevented by available
vaccines, and poliomyelitis vaccinations are being encouraged
for children and adults.

More is known about treatment, care,

and rehabilitation of children with rheumatic fever, diabetes,
cerebral palsy, and other chronic conditions.

Prevention and

3Hailth and Physical Fitness~ All American Children

and YouthWashington, D. C.: Educational Policies Commission
and American Association for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, 1945), p. 16.
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control of dental cavities is now possible through the use
of fluorides.

Factors that cause accidents and methods of

accident prevention are better understood .
Millions of dollars in federal, state, and local
funds are being spent on hospital facilities for the acutely
and chronically 111, on health centers for preventive services,
and on rehabilitation centers for the handicapped.

These

and similar developments are providing new directions for
health teaching . 4
Following are tables showing data from the survey
of health conditions among families in Sweeny, Texaso
are:

They

Table 7, An Analysis of Thirty Families and the

Following Diseases; Table 8, An Analysis of Thirty Familiest
Immunizations and Tests for the Following Diseases; Table 9,
An Analysis of Thirty Families on Sanitation, Employment,
and Educational Level for Sweeny, Texas.

!inuth E. Grout, Heal§~ Teaching 1n Schools (Philadelphia,
, pp . 16- 17.

W. B. Saunders Company, 1.95
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TABLE ?

AN ANALYSIS OF THIRTY FAMILIES AND
THE FOLLOWING DISEASES

Diseases
Red Measles
German Measles
Mumps
Chickenpox
Polio
Diphtheria
Rheumatic Fever
Scarlet Fever
Small Pox
Whooping Cough
Tuberculosis
Heart Trouble
Typhoid Fever
Pneumonia
Diabetes
Asthma
Hay Fever
Epilepsy
Kidney or Bladder
Infection
Surgery

Number
Contracted

Number not
Contracted

Total
Number

11
2
22

19
28

l

29

0

30

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

5
5

25
25

30
30

8

11

19

2

28
18

0
0
0
0

12

0
3

1

3

1

4

30
30
30
30
30
2?

29
27

29
26

33

TABLE 8

AN ANALYSIS OF THIRTY FAMILIES' IMMUNIZATIONS
AND TESTS FOR THE FOLLOWING DISEASES
Number
who had
received

Number
who had
not received

Number
who did
not report

Total
Number
Surveyed

Diphtheria

15

15

0

30

Whooping Cough

11

19

0

30

9

21

0

30

Smallpox

10

20

0

30

.Polio

12

18

0

30

Typhoid Fever

8

22

0

30

Schick Test

4

26

0

30

Tuberculosis

8

22

0

30

Chest X- Ray

20

10

0

30

Blood Test for
Veneral Disease

12

13

5

30

Tests
and
Immunizations

Tetanus

TABLE 9

AN ANALYSIS OF THIRTY FAMILIES ON SANITATION,
EMPLOYMENT, AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
FOR SWEENY, TEXAS
~

Number

Item
Water
Well
Pump
Spring
Cisterns
City Water
.Purified
Se~age and Waste Disposal
Water disposal
Sanitary privies
City disposal
Unsanitary privies
Housing Condition
Poor
Fair
Good
Type of Employment
Self- employed
Day laborer
Skilled
Professional
Farmer
Educational Level
Grade 1
Gr.ade 2
Grade
Grade ~
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade
Grade
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
College ·

i

0
3

0
0

26
1

1
4
21

4

0

13

17

4

23
2
0

1
0
0

2
3

5

2

3

3
2

2

2

6

0
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Table 7 reveals that the majority of the thirty
families surveyed had not contracted the major communicable
diseases.
Table 8 shows that more than one half of the thirty
families surveyed had not received immunizations and tests
for these communicable diseases.
Table 9 indicates that the sanitation and employment
conditions are above the normal levelo

It also indicates

that the educational level is low.
Miscellaneous Items that .9.Q not Appear in the Tables
There were two persons reported with defective teeth,
one with defective tonsils, and one hypertension.
There were seventeen members of the School and
Community Health Program and thirteen non-members~
Health Check~ups
Six-month
Yearly
No Check-up

~

Period.

7
14
9

Twenty three of the families reporting had a family
doctor, and seven had no family doctor.

CHAPI'ER IV
SUGGEST IONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE
HEALTH CONDIT IONS IN

:wEENY, TEXAS

The writer feels that the health conditions in Sweeny,
Texas should be improvedo

It is suggested that some of the

following factors be applied ,

(1) Acquiring and maintaining

a strong healthy body; (2) .Protection against diseases; and (3)
the introduction of health education to the community.
A weak body will not enable one to carry out his
daily desireso

The writer suggests proper food, sleep, rest,

plenty of fresh air, proper clothing, good housing with
proper ventilation, hygiene, building correct posture, good
living habits, and safety .
He also suggests protection against diseases that are
found within the community by using the proper precaution .
The control of diseases is very important .

In this way the

bacteria that cause communicable diseases may be destroyed
before it begins .

The writer further suggests that the

community observe all health laws and see that they are carried
out to the fullest extent o
Finally ,

1th education should be introduced to the

entire community , and the community should seek all information and advice that it can obtain dealing with health problems .
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How 1,Q J2§. Healthy

In many ways the human body is like a machine.
needs fuel and good care if it is to run well.
protect itself against many illnesses.

The body can

We do not often think

of our bodies when they are working well.
our health only when we are not well.

It

' We worry about

But the time to

protect our health is when we do feel well.
Food.

Food is one of the basic needs.

A person should

eat enough food and, also, the right kind of food.

Scientists

rate the health of nations on whether their people eat enough
of the right kinds of foods.

Food is probably the most impor-

tant single factor in keeping ourselves healthyo

Foods

called carboh_ydrates are found in bread, potatoes, and
cereals.

They help give us energy.

Other foods called

proteins are found in meat, beans, and peas.
needed to build muscles.

Such foods are

Fats also provide us with energy.

Minerals such as the calcium found in milk are needed to
build bones.
healthy blood.

Other minerals, such as iron, give us rich,
Substances called vitamins, found in most

natural foods, are needed to protect us against many diseases.
Fresh air.

Fresh air is essential to life and to the

sense of well-being that comes with good health.

Persons

who live and work outdoors breathe plenty of fresh air~
Proper ventilation insures a constant supply of fresh
airo

Clothing.

The main purpose of clothing is to protect

the body from cold, the sun, and rain.

Clothing plays a

large part in keeping us healthy.
Housing.

Housing, like clothing, protects the body

from exposure to cold, wet, heat, and wind.

Houses are

healthful places to live if they are kept clean and properly
heated and aired .
Sleep.

No machine can run constantly without becoming

worn more quickly than if it were occasionally permitted a
rest .

The human body needs an adequate amount of sleep daily,

Growing boys and girls need more sleep than adults, not only
to repair their bodies, but also to help growth.
Cleanliness.
health .

Cleanliness also is essential to good

Dirt and refuse of all sorts are fertile breeding

places for germs .

Cleanliness is of two kinds.

Personal

cleanliness is something that every individual can take care
of .

Personal cleanliness includes keeping the hands and the

rest of the body clean and washedo
Our surroundings must a1so be kept clean.
carry germs breed rapidly in garbage.
many germs which cause disease .

Flies which

Sewage also contains

For this reason every community

should have some way of disposing of both garbage and sewage .
Posture .

look his best .

Good posture does more than make a person
It also helps to keep the organs of the body
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1n their proper position so they will work more efficiently.

In bad posture, the organs of the chest and abdomen sag

This

puts the weight of these organs on muscles -which tire easilYo
The lungs cannot breathe enough air and the organs of the
digestive system cannot move the food efficiently through the
body .
~ ~

~.

Work and play are two of the most

important things that affect our health.

Feople who work too

hard tire themselves so that their bodies cannot fight off
disease germs.
good for health.

At the same time, physical inactivity is not
Everybody needs some physical exercise.

Exercise is best performed in the open air.

This permits the

body to get the benefits of fresh air and a healthful amount
of sunshine.
SafetYo
his work easier.

Modem man has created many machines to make
But these machines may also be dangerous.

The only way to avoid accidents is to observe the rules of
safety .
Living Habits.

It is easier to keep healthy if we make

the rules for healthy living a habit.

This means that we

should train ourselves so that we automatically follow the
rules that help preserve health.
erect.

We should walk and sit

We should get enough sleep and rest, and exercise our

bodies sufficiently.

We should eat the right kinds of foods.

we cannot be healthy if we ignore rules for safety at home,
at work, 1n a school, at play.
Health is a prime desire of man, and history records
the efforts of men and nations to achieve healthy status.
That society must be informed in order that it may achieve and
maintain a healthy status is clearly indicated.

Vital statis-

tics afford conclusive evidence that the health of a nation is
improved as people are informed relative to necessary and
desirable procedures for achieving or improving personal
health and contributing to community health.1
Protection Against Disease
The right diet may protect an individual against
such diseases as pellagra and scurvy which results from not
eating the right kind of food.

Rest and exercise also help

to protect a person against disease.

In addition, medical

science has discovered many specific ways in which an individual can be protected against disease.
Many diseases have become less dangerous than they one
were because various methods have been developed to protect

people from them.

Smallpox was once a disease that killed

and disfigured thousands of persons every year.
was a fatal children's disease.

Diphtheria

These diseases are now rare

in the United States because many people have been immunized
1Robert E. Schneider, Methods and Materials of Health
Education (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1958), Po 6.

against them.

Scarlet fever and whooping cough are other

common diseases which can be prevented by immunization.
Other diseases, such as pneumonia and various
infections, often can be cured by the use of the sulfa drugs,
penicillin, and serums.

Surgery is useful against diseases

such as cancer, which attack the internal organs of the body.
X-rays have helped doctors to discover diseases in their
early stages, and thus make the cure of disease more likely.
Many diseases, however, still have no specific cure.
Cancer and tuberculosis may often be cured, but no drug has
been found which is

ffective against them.

Influenza and

the common cold still cannot be prevented by means of drugs.
Every individual can do much to protect himself against
disease.

Children should be immunized against smallpox,

diphtheria, scarlet fever, and whooping cough.
Small cuts should be washed thoroughly, painted with
an antiseptic to kill the germs, and bandaged to prevent further
infection.

Colds and mild attacks of influenza should be

treated by getting as much rest as possible under the most
comfortable of conditions.

If the disease gets worse, the

services of a physician should be called upon.
Many persons attempt to treat their own diseases by
using so-called patent medicines.

The medicines are not

really patented, but are manufactured under secret formulas.
They may often be useful in relieving some of the symptoms of
disease, such as constipation, headache, or a stuffy nose~
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At the same time, they may be extremely dangerous .

In removing

the symptoms, they may leave a serious disease untreated .
Doctors generally agree that too many people in the United
States treat themselves by patentmedicine and indanger their
health .
In Roman times the average person lived to be a little
more than twenty years old.

In the United States, the average

person today has a life expectancy of more than sixty years.
We recognize, of course, that there 1s a difference
in the heredity of individuals and that many of these people
who live long had an unusually good body to start with, but
there is much evidenc

that healthful living is an important

factor in securing longevity . 2
Disease Control
There are many ways in which diseas
controlled only by the community.
prevent typhoid in a community.

can be adequately

Disposing of sewage helps
Marshes can be drained to

kill the mosquitoes that spread malaria.

Human carriers of

certain diseases can be isolated until they are cured and
no longer able to spread the disease .

This is often done in

cases of veneral disease, typhoid, and tuberculosis.

Rats

are killed in order to prevent the spread of plagues such as
the terrible Black Death which swept Europe 1n the 1300's .

D.

c.

2c . E. Turner , Principles of Health Education (Boston:
Heath and Company, 1939), p. 33 0

One way to stop the spread of typhus is by killing lice.
This was often done during World War II by dusting clothing
with D. D. T.

Flies also spread disease.

For years schools and

other community institutions have cooperated to control the
growth of flies by removing the garbage where they breed.

In

such campaigns, government agencies usually direct the
campaign, but to be successful, every single individual must
cooperate in the community task.
No communicable disease program can be fully effective
without the cooperation of parents.

Schools should make

every effort to acquaint parents with the disease problem and
to seek their active participation in the program to control
disease.3
Health Laws
Health laws regulate housing conditions, providing
that only so many people can live in a given space .

They

provide that children in schools must be vaccinated against
smallpox.

In some places, vaccination is voluntary.

In others,

it is required by law .
Health laws, as such, date from the early 1800's.

It

was then that people became convinced of the need for community cooperation in preserving health.

York:

Doctors, nurses, and

3nelbert Oberteuffer, School Health Education (New
Harber and Brothers, 1954), p. 268.

dentists must be licensed after passing certain examinations
provided by health laws.

Druggists must also pass examina-

tions.
Health laws also regulate working conditions in many
industries where the workers are subject to unusual hazards.
Mines must be properly ventilated to keep out dangerous gases.
Miners must be outfitted with mask to prevent a fatal disease
called silicosis from breathing dust.

Machines

must be out-

fitted with special safety devices, and many states require
that factories meet certain standards in lighting and
ventilation.
The Federal Government,states, cities, and counties,
have health departments to make sure that the health laws
are not being violated.

The United States Public Health

Service is concerned primarily ~ith health education and a
broad program for preventing disease through aid to the
states.

State health departments aid local health depart-

ments, work to prevent and control disease, and supervise water
supplies and sanitation methods.

State governments also

support hospitals for the mentally ill and the mentally
deficient.

County and city health departments do most of the

detailed work of public health administration.

They are 1n

direct charge of local sanitation and do most of the local
food and drug inspection work.
operate clinics and hospitals.

Local health departments also

:Provisions for medical examinations of school children
were among the first health measures to receive legal sanction. 4

Health Education
Education is the answer to m~ny health problems.
people have died because of ignorance.
engaged in public health education.

Many

Many agencies now are

Schools teach hygiene.

Girls are taught in domestic-science classes how to care for
their homes, and how to prepare well-balanced and properly
cooked meals.

Some schools teach child care.

First ais is

taught in many schools.
Health education also is carried on by such private
organizations as the American Red Cross, the National Tuberculosis Foundation, the American Cancer Society, and many
others.
Public health departments also have educational programs.

Articles on health questions are popular in many

newspapers and magazines.
Public health education helps people, individually and
in groups, to help themselves to better health, through gaining a desire for health, discovering their personal, family
occupational, and community health problems, acquiring essential knowledge, and with appropriate use of consultation
and community resources, taking needed action.5

4-J. F. Williams The Administration .Qi Health sng Physi-

S!.! Education (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1956), p. 384.
5c. E. Turner, et alo, School Health and Health Education
(St. Louis: The c. V. Mosby Company, 1957), p. 340

CHAPI'ER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study of the health conditions among thirty
Negro families of Sweeny, Texas, the writer has attempted to
present the problem and health needs thl'oug~ an understanding
of the major community factors which affect health; namely
(1) social, (2) political,and (3) economic.
Detailed analysis of these factors have been considered
as to their importance to health in any community and as they
relate to conditions in Sweeny, Texas.
Health is itself a social entity of the community and
its welfare is affected by the degree of community organization and cooperation.

There is no one who would deny the

important implications to health that are associated in both
the political and economic well-being of the community.
Results of the study show that health conditions, among
the thirty Negro families surveyed, are normal.
The thirty families surveyed were free from most of the
communicable diseases, and most of them had some form of
immunization, chest X-rays, blood tests, and the schick test.
Sanitary conditions, which included water~ sewage,
waste disposal, and housing, were about on the normal level.
Most of the families had city water, city sewage, waste disposal,
and good houseso

The writer found that most of the people worked by the
day.

The writer also found that the educational level was

below normal.

Only a few had finished high school.

In conclusion, the writer recommends the following:
1.

That the city put more street lights in the city.

2.

That the city put sewage in all parts of the _city.

3. That the city remove unsanitary privies in the
city limit.

~.

Improve drainage system in the city limit.

,.

Remove outside and uncovered wells or pumps in
the city limit.

6.

Repair homes before they fall down.

7. The people themselves may improve their homes by
putting screens on doors and windows, cutting
tall weeds and grass.

8. Follow health laws.

9.
10.

Have a health check-up once a year.
Work with some health education group or organization to improve the community in which they live~
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APPENDIX A
QUESI'IONNAIRE USED IN THE STUDY
A STUDY OF HEALTH CONDITIONS AMONG
THIRTY NEGRO FAMILIES OF

SWEENY, TEXAS
Father 1 s Name._______________________
1.

Has your family had any of the following diseases:
heart trouble
red measles
- German measles
:=typhoid fever
_pneumonia
==chickenpox
_ _polio
diabetes
-asthma
_
diphtheria
-hay fever
_
mumps
_epilepsy
rheumatic fever
scarlet fever
_kidney or bladder infection
_surgery, if so, for what?
==small pox
List below:
_
whooping cough
_
tuberculosis

2.

Is there history of tuberculosis or diabetes in your
family?
_ _Yes
_ _ _No

3. Has your family had the following immunizations:

(shots)?
diphtheria_Yes _No; Give d a t e _ ~ - - - - - - - - - •
whooping cough
Yes _No; Give date____________ •
tetanus (lock
_Yes ---~No 1 Give date _ _ _ _ _ •
smallpox _____Yes _ _NOJ Give date - - - - - - - - - - •
polio _.._,__Yes --~No: Give date
•
typhoid fever _ _ _Yes ___No; Give date _ _ _ _ _ _ •

jawr-

4. Has your family had the following tests?
Schick _ _ _Yes
Results

No; Give date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
•

--------
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Tuberculosis _Yes _No, Give date _ _ _ _ • Results_.
Chest X-ray _Yes _No, Give date _ _ _ . Results _ __

5.

Does your family have frequent colds?
_Yes
_No

6.

Do members of your family have good appetites? _Yes _No.

7. Does anyone in your family wear glasses? _Yes _No.
If there is anything outstanding in regard to your family's
health that needs immediate attention, please list under remarks.
This information will be confidential.
Remarks:

8. Check the type of water that you use:
9.
10.

(Well_) (.Pump
) (Spring
) (Cisterns_)
(City Water_) (Purified_T
Type of sewage and waste disposal:
(water disposal_) (sanitary privies_) (city
disposal_) (unsanitary privies_)
Housing condition:
(Poor_) (Fair_) (Good_)

11.

Type of employment:
(self-employed
) (day laborer_)
(professional
) (farmer_)

12.

My family is a member of the school and community Better
Health Program?
(Yes_) (No_ _ )

(skilled_)

13. Does your family have a health check up?
(6 months____ )

If so, when?

(Yearly_ _ _ )

14. Has your family had a blood test for veneral diseases?
(Yes_)

(No_ _ )

15. Please give your family doctor's name. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
16.
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